Activities at Geisel

2016-2017
AUGUST

Part 1: A-M

- American Association of Neurological Surgeons Chapter
- American Medical Association Chapter
- Art for Kids
- The CARE Project at Drug Court
- Community Service Committee
- DartHealth Education Corps
- David's House
- Ethics Interest Group
- FirstGen
- Geisel Yoga
- Get Hooked on Walking
- Global Health Interest Group
  - (Bhutanese Refugee Project - GHIG)
- Global Health Scholars (GHS)
- Haven Shelter Dinners
- Latino Medical Student Association (LMSA)
- Medical Education Scholars
- Medical Students for Choice
- Migrant Health Project
AUGUST

Part 2: N-Z

- Neurology and Psychiatry Interest Group
- OBGYN Interest Group
- PHR
  - (Think and Drink - PHR)
  - (Social Justice Lunches - PHR)
- Project 437
- qMD
- ReThink Health
- Rural Health Scholars
- SBIRT at Good Neighbor Health Clinic
- Student National Medical Association
- Sununu Project
- Trauma Informed Care Group
- Upper Valley Running Club
- Urban Health Scholars
- Willing Hands
American Association of Neurological Surgeons Chapter

- **What:** AANS Medical Student Chapters will provide early support and leadership training to medical students who are exploring a career in neurosurgery. The chapters will provide a forum for students to organize professional, educational and research activities within their medical schools, promote mentorship and facilitate participation at a national level for the next generation of neurosurgical leaders.

- **When:** Just show up for events as they become announced.

- **When can I join:** Immediately.

- **Who do I contact?** Erdong.Chen.Med@dartmouth.edu
American Medical Association Chapter

- **What:** AMA is the largest organization of physicians and medical students in the United States. Our chapter aims to represent Geisel at national conferences, network with other students and physicians, develop leadership, improve medical education and promote health activism. We offer free books, question bank discounts, residency resources, etc.

- **When can I join?** Anytime

- **Who do I contact?** Mike.Bao.MED@dartmouth.edu
Art for Kids

- **What:** An arts and crafts day with kids with developmental disabilities
  - The week before each session we will also be having a lunch and learn a specific aspect of working with people with developmental disabilities

- **Where:** AVA gallery in Lebanon
- **When:** Once a month as desired (no ongoing commitment), 2 hrs
- **When can I join:** We will send out an email the week before for volunteers, no ongoing commitment needed. Note: We’ll need new leaders in April - see that month!
- **Who do I contact?** Emily Johnson, Stephanie Castillo, Michelle Scheurich
The CARE Project at Drug Court

- **What:** Lead wellness programming for Drug Court participants
  - Sessions include: STD/ Hepatitis C health, Healthy Eating, Mindfulness, Fitness, Dental Health, Primary Care prep
  - The Grafton County Drug Court is a diversionary sentencing program which allows high risk/high need non-violent offenders with a substance misuse disorder to enter a drug rehabilitation program instead of incarceration in either the county jail or state prison.

- **Where:** Grafton County Drug Court
- **When:** 2 hours per month
- **When can I join:** Beginning in August 2016, we will have monthly sessions
- **Who do I contact?** Megan Bunnell (megan.e.bunnell.med@dartmouth.edu), Margot Le Neveu (margot.k.le.neveu.med@dartmouth.edu)
Community Service Committee

- **What:**
  - Group of Geisel M2s who organize service projects for everyone! We also have funding available for other service groups’ projects.
- **Where:** Everywhere
- **When:** However much involvement you want to have works for us!
- **When can I join:** Any time! First years won’t be part of the committee, but they can play an integral role by coming up with ideas for large service projects and by participating in all the projects offered
- **Who do I contact?** Catherine Baker, Angela Lee, Aaron Briggs, Stephen Wang
DartHealth Education Corps

- **What:**
  - Teach health-related topics to underserved classes across the Upper Valley! AND/OR
  - An elective that expands health education within your practice as a medical student
- **Where:** Middle and High Schools across the Upper Valley!
- **When:** Minimum 4 hrs per term if teaching, ~10 hrs including the elective
- **When can I join:** Health education elective from September to November; teaching in classrooms can be ANYTIME during the school year!
- **Who do I contact?** Salma Dali or TR Harris

**Website:** [http://darthealth.weebly.com/](http://darthealth.weebly.com/)
David’s House

- **What:** Hospitality volunteer or cook a meal for residents!
  - David’s House is a home away from home for families with children receiving treatment at the Children’s Hospital at DHMC. As a hospitality volunteer, you will welcome guests and help make their stay as comfortable as possible during this stressful time. Another great way to volunteer is to cook a meal for the residents so that they can come back to the house to homemade food.
- **Where:** Lebanon
- **When:** Minimum one shift (2-3 hours) per month, but regular weekly preferred
- **When can I join:** Whenever
- **Who do I contact?** Georgie Sawyer (georgie.sawyer@davids-house.org) David Leander (leander.med@dartmouth.edu)
Ethics Interest Group

- **What**: A group for those interested in bioethics and social issues in medicine
- **Where**: Variable
- **When**: 1x or 2x monthly
- **When can I join?** August! (or anytime). Just come to an event or contact either of us via email.
- **Who do I contact?** Megan Bunnell, Delaney Osborn, & Margot Le Neveu
FirstGen

- **What**: This group fosters community for first generation college students at Geisel. We come together to discuss our experiences, problem solve difficulties and work with faculty members who were also first gen college students.
- **When**: Monthly meetings
- **When can I join**: Anytime!!!
- **Who do I contact?**:
  - Emily Georges (Emily.R.Georges.Med@Dartmouth.edu)
  - Angela Lee (Angela.Lee.Med@Dartmouth.edu)
Geisel Yoga

- **What**: Yoga classes for Geisel students (and partners)
  - Classes are $2 or $25 for “unlimited” pass for the term (Aug-Dec)
  - All levels welcome!
- **Where**: Mighty Yoga (Hanover) and Alumni Gym
- **When**: 2 classes per week (day of the week/time TBD)
- **When can I join**: Right away! We will be doing a poll on the 2020 Facebook group to decide on best class times at the end of July/early August!
- **Who do I contact**: Olivia Sacks (olivia.a.sacks.med@dartmouth.edu) or Anna Fretz (anna.e.fretz.med@dartmouth.edu)
Get Hooked on Walking

- **What:** Senior walking program.
  - Looking for student volunteers to help run the program and accompany seniors on walks.
- **Where:** DHMC (indoors)
- **When:** Every Thursday morning from 10:30-11:30
- **When can I join:** NOW
- **Who to contact:** Jenny Cui (zhu.cui.med@dartmouth.edu)
Global Health Interest Group / Bhutanese Refugee Project

- **What**: A group for those interested in global health. We organize the Bhutanese Refugee Project, hold lunchtime talks, and sponsor a fall elective (Case Studies in Global Health).
- **Where**: Various rooms
- **When**: 1x or 2x monthly (Elective held during the fall term and meets separately from the interest group)
- **When can I join**: August or anytime. Just come to an event or contact any of us via email. Sign-up for the elective during the elective lottery system
- **Who do I contact**: Kyle Jones or Ashley Dunkle
Global Health Scholars (GHS)

- **What**: Monthly meetings, service projects, journal clubs, retreats, potlucks, guest lectures and speakers, conferences, summer research or service project between M1-M2, M4 capstone project
- **When**: Four-year commitment
- **When can I join**: Application due late August during M1: [https://sites.dartmouth.edu/geisel-ghs/apply/](https://sites.dartmouth.edu/geisel-ghs/apply/)
- **Who do I contact**: Ashley Dunkle ([ajd.med@dartmouth.edu](mailto:ajd.med@dartmouth.edu)), Dr. Lisa Adams ([Lisa.V.Adams@dartmouth.edu](mailto:Lisa.V.Adams@dartmouth.edu)), Jordan Wong ([jordan.a.wong.med@dartmouth.edu](mailto:jordan.a.wong.med@dartmouth.edu)), Kathleen Leinweber ([kathleen.a.leinweber.med@dartmouth.edu](mailto:kathleen.a.leinweber.med@dartmouth.edu))
Haven Shelter Dinners at Hixon House

● **What**: Come cook dinner at the Hixon House adult shelter! No cooking skills required. You get to eat dinner with the residents after!

● **Where**: Upper Valley Haven in White River Junction

● **When**: 4-6 PM, typically on a Sunday

● **When can I join**: No need to make a long term commitment--Michelle will send out an email the week before asking for volunteers. Note: We’ll need new leaders in April - see that month!

● **Who do I contact?** scheurich.med@dartmouth.edu
Latino Medical Student Association (LMSA)

- **What**: A group for those interested in Latin@ healthcare. We will be bringing in a variety of speakers, hosting discussion groups and continuing to raise awareness about issues that affect Latin@ health
- **Who**: ANYONE! You do not have to be Latino or speak Spanish!
- **When**: Meet roughly once a month
- **When can I join?**: Right now!
- **Who do I contact?**
  - Larry Kogan (Lawrence.Kogan.Med@dartmouth.edu)
  - Iara Backes (Iara.M.Backes.Med@dartmouth.edu)
Medical Education Scholars

- **What:** A select group of students who engage with other scholars & faculty to learn more about medical & academic medicine and improve medical education at Geisel.
- **When:** Monthly meetings discussing journal articles, presentations by Geisel faculty, and bi-monthly events such as Medical Education Lunchtime series and Motivational Interviewing workshops
- **When can I join:** August - Scholars Info Meeting + App
- **Who do I contact?**
  - Sandy Rao (Sandhya.Rao.MED@dartmouth.edu)
  - David Leander (David.M.Leander.MED@Dartmouth.edu)
- **Check us out:** [https://geiselmed.dartmouth.edu/mes/](https://geiselmed.dartmouth.edu/mes/)
Medical Students for Choice

- **What:** The Geisel branch of the national organization ([http://www.msfc.org](http://www.msfc.org)) that supports medical student advocacy and programming and helps increase opportunities for abortion training. We hold workshops, movie screenings, and can help connect you with shadowing experiences in local abortion clinics. The national organization also hosts a yearly conference.
- **Where:** On campus or in local clinics
- **When:** Events are typically on weekday nights, no more than once a month. Shadowing opportunities are typically on Fridays.
- **When can I join:** Anytime
- **Who do I contact?** Sierra Starr [Sierra.m.starr.med@dartmouth.edu](mailto:Sierra.m.starr.med@dartmouth.edu)
Migrant Health Project

- **What**: We are a team of doctors, researchers, and students who work to provide medical and dental care to migrant farm workers in the dairy and agri-business around the Upper Valley. If you’re interested in working with underserved populations, improving your Spanish skills, and participating in service-learning activities, join our team!

- **Where & When**:
  - Interpreting for clinic appts in Wells River, VT throughout the year
  - Variety of research opportunities throughout the year
  - Biannual mobile farm clinics + mobile dental clinics (Oct/Nov + April/May)
  - Medical Spanish elective in the Spring
  - Regular Spanish conversation dinners

- **When can I join**: Applications due August 15th

- **Who do I contact**: Georgia Griffin, Charlene Dunaway, Iara Backes, Thomas Flynn, Jose Marin Sanchez, Jessica Charles, Angela Lee, Erin Floyd

INFO SESSION THE WEEK AFTER ORIENTATION
Neurology and Psychiatry Interest Group (NPIG)

● **What:** The NPIG seeks 1) to foster interest in neurology, psychiatry and related careers, 2) to promote career development and exposure, 3) to promote continuing education in the field through journal clubs and other events, and 4) to engage in community (both Geisel and Upper Valley) outreach, awareness and education.

● **When:** Just show up for events as they become announced

● **When can I join:** Immediately

● **Who do I contact?** Erdong.Chen.Med@dartmouth.edu
OBGYN Interest Group

- **What**: A group for those interested in OBGYN & women’s health
- **Where**: Various rooms
- **When**: 1x or 2x monthly
- **When can I join?** August! (or anytime). Just come to an event or contact any of us via email
- **Who do I contact?** Megan Bunnell, Rachael Mazzamurro & Jessica Charles
Partners @ Geisel

- **What**: Significant others that have moved to the Upper Valley! Dinners, excursions, etc.
- **Where**: Variable
- **When**: A welcome event in the fall, and then other events throughout the year
- **When can I join**: Whenever!
- **Who do I contact**: Alexandra Misinger
Physicians for Human Rights (PHR)

- **What**: PHR is a national organization that exists to stop mass atrocities (torture, rape as a weapon of war, forced displacement, attacks on medical neutrality) with the understanding that physicians are uniquely positioned to address these matters. The Geisel chapter of PHR has 3 committees dedicated to Community, National PHR Conference, and Education/Mentorship.

- **When**: The Community committee will work to get students involved in human rights issues impacting individuals in the Upper Valley. Involvement is open throughout the year. This year Geisel is hosting the National PHR Conference Nov 4th-5th. If you are interested in being involved, planning will happen Aug-Nov. You can attend all or just some of these meetings. The Education/Mentorship committee will organize student/mentor potlucks and social justice lunches throughout the year.

- **When can I join**: Whenever

- **Who do I contact**?
  - Community: Jacob Wasag (Jacob.Wasag.med@dartmouth.edu)
  - Conference: Thomas Kuczmarski (Thomas.M.Kuczmarski.med@dartmouth.edu), Emily Georges (Emily.R.Georges.med@dartmouth.edu)
  - Education/Mentorship: Stephen Wang (Yishu.Wang.med@dartmouth.edu), Emlyn Diakow (Emmed@dartmouth.edu), Ashley Dunkle (Ashley.J.Dunkle.med@dartmouth.edu)
Think & Drink (PHR)

- **What:** Host or attend student led discussions on student selected topics related to social justice and health! Sign up to host, pick a topic and/or a reading to discuss, cap invite for the number you can comfortably host, and facilitate a discussion. Sign-up online! PHR faculty are also invited to join. Feel free to make it a potluck! *(You are not required to have expertise on the subject you discuss - the goal is to discuss important social justice topics we may not discuss in classes!)*

- **Where:** Student homes (or Geisel, if cannot host)

- **When:** Any evening someone would like to host

- **When can I join:** Anytime!

- **Who do I contact?** Ashley Dunkle *(ajd.med@dartmouth.edu)*
  - Contact Ashley with when you’d like to host. A sign-up will then be posted to facebook and sent out over email.
Social Justice Lunches (PHR)

● **What**: PHR coordinates lunches where a social justice or public health topic is discussed. Each organization (i.e. Rural Health Scholars, etc) are encouraged to host at least one lunch per year - coordinate speaker/facilitator and provide lunch. Lunch events will be posted on Facebook and sent to over email.

● **Where**: Geisel

● **When**: Once per month during lunch

● **When can I join**: Anytime! Please RSVP.

● **Who do I contact?** Ashley Dunkle ([ajd.med@dartmouth.edu](mailto:ajd.med@dartmouth.edu))
  ○ Contact Ashley to coordinate hosting a lunch
Project 437

- **What**: NH Syringe Provision Program
  - New Hampshire is in the midst of what has been called an “opioid crisis.” According to Governor Maggie Hassan, “The heroin and **opioid crisis** is the most pressing public health and safety challenge facing New Hampshire.” Since 2013, opioid related overdose deaths have more than doubled in the state, reaching a record high in 2015 of 437.
  - Join the team implementing the first syringe provision program in NH

- **Where**: Recover Together Syringe Provision Site (Claremont, NH)

- **When**: 5 hours per month

- **When can I join**: August 2016

- **Who do I contact?** Drew Blake (andrew.w.blake.med@dartmouth.edu), Margot Le Neveu (margot.k.le.neveu.med@dartmouth.edu), Michelle Scheurich (scheurich.med@dartmouth.edu)
What: Geisel’s LGBTQA Group
  - We encourage a healthy dialogue about the intersections between sexual orientation, gender identity, the health care system, and our role as future medical practitioners. All are welcome.

When: We plan to have monthly events and gatherings, as well as meet with other LGBT groups at Dartmouth and in New England as part of the Northeast Queer Medical Student Association.

When can I join: Whenever!

Who do I contact? David Leander (david.m.leander.med@dartmouth.edu) & Jordan Wong (jordan.a.wong.med@dartmouth.edu)
Rethink Health

- **What:** “A regional community-based organization working to improve health in the Upper Connecticut River Valley of Vermont and New Hampshire.” Projects include:
  - Senior Stories: Listening to seniors talk about aging in the Upper Valley
  - Claremont Build Healthy Families: Nutrition and cooking lessons with families in Claremont
  - Data Analysis: Variety of projects - talk to Rachel
- **Where:** Upper Valley (will generally require a car!)
- **When:** They’re very understanding about timing -- and it’ll vary by project.
- **When can I join:** Email Rachel DiStefano to get started
- **Who do I contact?** Rachel.DiStefano@dartmouth.edu
Rural Health Scholars

What: Application based program for students interested in learning about rural medicine and serving in rural communities

Where: Regular meetings at Geisel; retreats at local cabins; local service trips, and extended service trips to Penobscot Nation (Maine)

When to join: Applications available in August

Who to contact: Maggie Grinnell (margaret.h.grinnell.med@dartmouth.edu, Emily Dollar (emily.f.dollar.med@dartmouth.edu)
SBIRT at Good Neighbor Health Clinic

- **What:** Clinics can be busy and there’s not always time to address patients’ challenges around addiction and mental health. That’s where SBIRT comes in.
  - As part of the SBIRT program run by Vermont, Geisel students screen patients for tobacco, drug, and alcohol use as well as depression. Based on the screening results, the student facilitates a “Brief Intervention” or short conversation addressing the patient’s survey results. Referral to treatment for addiction or depression is provided.
- **Where:** Good Neighbor Health Clinic (a clinic for the uninsured in our area)
- **When:** Variable
- **When can I join:** M2s and M1s with previous counseling experience can join at the beginning of August! Other interested M1s will have the chance to participate in a training in August and can then sign up after that.
- **Who do I contact?** Annie Cravero: alc.med@dartmouth.edu
**Student National Medical Association (SNMA)**

- **What**: SNMA is committed to supporting current and future underrepresented minority medical students, addressing the needs of underserved communities, and increasing the number of clinically excellent, culturally competent and socially conscious physicians!

- **When**: Monthly meetings + Events including:
  - Regional Conference in Providence, RI
  - Community Service
  - Mentorship program w/ Dartmouth Pre-Meds
  - Mixers w/ SNMA chapters at neighboring med schools

- **When can I join**: Anytime!

- **Who do I contact**?
  - Shawn O'Leary (Shawn.M.O'Leary@dartmouth.edu)
  - Jade Avery (Jade.C.Avery.MED@dartmouth.edu)
  - Brendan Dempsey (Brendan.E.Dempsey.MED@dartmouth.edu)
Sununu Project

What: We are a group of medical, graduate, and undergraduate students who teach a GED course to teenage inmates at the John H. Sununu Youth Services Detention Center every Thursday afternoons. We welcome anyone with extensive teaching experience or interest in working with underprivileged youth.

Where & When: John H. Sununu Youth Services Detention Center @ Manchester, NH, every Thursday afternoon

When Can I Join: Applications due 5PM @ August 19th

Orientation on August 15th!

Who do I Contact: Angela Lee, Erdong Cheng
Trauma Informed Care Group

- **What**: Trauma informed care group aims to provide education and awareness of how to identify and treat patients who have exposed to physical, emotional, or sexual violence in relationships or any other situation. We host talks, movie showings and other events to the Geisel community gain the skills needed to be sensitive to these issues.
- **When**: About 1 event per month
- **When can I join**: Anytime
- **Who do I contact?**
  - Michelle Scheurich (Michelle.F.Scheurich.med@dartmouth.edu)
  - Emily Dollar (Emily.F.Dollar.med@dartmouth.edu)
  - Julia Litzky (Julia.F.Litzky.med@dartmouth.edu)
  - Emily Georges (Emily.r.georges.med@dartmouth.edu)
Upper Valley Running Club

- **What:** Local running club for all ages and running abilities. You don’t need to be training for anything specific, just come out and run in the company of others!
- **When:** Tuesdays at 5:30pm at Hanover or Dartmouth Track, Saturdays 9:00am at Omar and Bob’s in Lebanon. (check Meet-up site for most update schedule)
- **When can I join:** Anytime!
Urban Health Scholars

● **What**: Application based scholars program for medical students interested in becoming compassionate and competent care providers for urban medically underserved populations.

● **When**: Monthly meetings and service projects, Boston trip (3 day weekend fall term), NYC trip (3 day weekend winter term), New Orleans (Spring Break)

● **When can I join**: ASAP, August Application deadline!!!

● **Who do I contact**: Sarah Ghabbour (sarah.m.ghabbour.med@dartmouth.edu) or Aaron Briggs (aaron.m.briggs.med@dartmouth.edu)

**SOUND INTERESTING? ATTEND OUR INFO MEETING DURING THE WEEK AFTER ORIENTATION**
Willing Hands

What: Local community organization that provides fresh fruits and vegetables to service organizations in the Upper Valley

Where: Regular farm “gleanings” at a variety of Upper Valley farms

When to join: Anytime! Most active in fall/spring

Who to contact: Emily Dollar (emily.f.dollar.med@dartmouth.edu)
- Advance Care Planning
- Association of Women Surgeons
- Black Ice Crew
- Emergency Medicine Interest Group
- Family Medicine Interest Group
- Integrative Medicine Interest Group
- Internal Medicine Interest Group
- Medical Informatics Interest Group
- Memory Cafe
- Oncology Interest Group
- Orthopedics Interest Group
- Pediatrics Interest Group
- Plastics Interest Group
- Radiology Interest Group (RIG)
- Restorative Justice Panel (WRJ)
- Sports and Wilderness Medicine Interest Group
- Student Government
  - Class Reps (3)
  - Curriculum Reps (2)
- Women in Medicine Interest Group
Advance Care Planning

- **What:**
  - Facilitate conversations about advance care planning in the community and encourage community members to complete advanced directives.
  - Learn ways to conduct effective end-of-life conversations.
- **Where:** Community sites, including The Haven, Good Neighbor, WISE, etc.
- **When:** Flexible hours; monthly events
- **When can I join:** Anytime
- **Who do I contact?** Nayan Agarwal (Nayan.Agarwal.med@dartmouth.edu) and Thomas Kuczmarski (Thomas.M.Kuczmarski.med@dartmouth.edu)
Association of Women Surgeons

- **What:** Join us if you are interested in learning more about women in surgery. This interest group will facilitate this goal by introducing role models, providing networking/mentorship opportunities, and preparing M1/M2s for 3rd year with surgery practical skills.
  - We have a few things planned for the fall/winter, including dinner discussions with female surgeons, practical skill nights, and mentorship opportunities.
- **When:** 1-2 events per term
- **When can I join:** Anytime! Join the email list and sign-up for our events.
- **Who do I contact?** Grace Sollender, Alyssa Flores, Kathleen Leinweber, Marie Valovska
Black Ice Crew

- **What:**
  - A group of medical students that want to keep dance in our lives! (mostly hip hop, but fusion with other styles runs rampant!)
- **When:** Practices 1-2 times a week, ~4 performances a year
- **When can I join:** September 1st
- **Who do I contact?** Jessica Charles and Ijele Adimora
Emergency Medicine Interest Group

- **What**: Join us if you are interested in learning about emergency medicine and career opportunities in the field. We will have various workshops, discussions, small group sessions and opportunities to participate in conferences related to EM while having fun.
- **When**: 1-2 events a term
- **When can I join**: Anytime! Join our email list or just come to our events
- **Who do I contact**: Tsuzumi Kanaoka, Nayan Agarwal, Regis Hila
Family Medicine Interest Group

- **What**: FMIG provides a forum for students to learn more about careers in family medicine, discuss current issues in family medicine, and practice primary care clinical skills
- **Where**: Events at Geisel and DHMC! Conference opportunities also available.
- **When**: Several events (panel discussions, skills nights) throughout the year
- **Who to contact**: Emily Dollar (emily.f.dollar.med@dartmouth.edu) and Kristen Delwiche (kristen.p.delwiche.med@dartmouth.edu)
Integrative Medicine Interest Group

- **What**: Come learn about non-traditional healing modalities (traditional Chinese medicine/acupuncture, yoga therapy, energy medicine, chiropractic medicine, etc.)
  - According to the 2012 NHIS survey, ⅓ of US adults use some form of CAM. Be knowledgeable about them!
- **Where**: TBD
- **When**: We’ll host a couple of electives & talks with IM practitioners throughout the year.
- **When can I join**: Anytime!
  - If interested in leadership positions next year, contact us sooner rather than later!!
- **Who do I contact?** Erin Floyd - erin.g.floyd.med@dartmouth.edu or Rachael Mazzamurro - rachael.s.mazzamurro.med@dartmouth.edu
Internal Medicine Interest Group

- **What**: An interest group devoted to not only general internal medicine, but also all 18 subspecialties represented within it! We will host career events, Q & As with various specialists, practical skills nights, and create great opportunities for you to meet different specialists in any Internal Medicine field you’re interested in!

- **Where**: Everywhere (events will be at school + DHMC)

- **When**: Several events throughout the year

- **When can I join**: Any time! Any event!

- **Who do I contact**: Stephen Wang (yishu.wang.med@dartmouth.edu) or Anna Fretz (anna.e.fretz.med@dartmouth.edu)
Medical Informatics Interest Group

- **What**: The Medical Informatics Group aims to promote the education of informatics, to provide exposure to informatic tools and technology for future practice, and to assure that health information technology is used more effectively to promote health and healthcare.
  - Epic training sessions, faculty speakers, and more!
- **When**: 2-3 events per term
- **When can I join**: Whenever!
- **Who do I contact?**
  - Jade Avery (jade.c.avery.med@dartmouth.edu),
  - David Leander (leander.med@dartmouth.edu),
  - Travis McCain (travis.w.mccain.med@dartmouth.edu)
Memory Cafe

- **What**: Enjoy free, hearty brunch foods and spend some time connecting with people with dementia and other neurocognitive disorders, and their families! Memory Cafe combines structured group activities with plenty of time for informal conversation and group discussions. We also regularly feature performances by local campus acts, much to the delight of our community members.
- **Where**: 13 South Street, Hanover (next to Ramunto’s at the public library)
- **When**: 10:30am-12:30pm, First Saturday of every month
- **When can I join**: Email will be sent out for sign ups for each session
- **Who do I contact**: Karissa Tauber, Nayan Agarwal
  - Karissa.S.Tauber.MED@dartmouth.edu, Nayan.Agarwal.MED@dartmouth.edu
Oncology Interest Group

- **What**: If you are interested in oncology or cancer research, you should join our group! We plan on hosting career talks (Rad Onc, Surg Onc, Med Onc, palliative care), journal discussions, and patient story panels. It will a great way to learn more about the field, and meet mentors and peers with similar interests.
- **Where**: Geisel and DHMC
- **When**: Watch out for our emails!
- **When can I join**: ASAP
- **Who do I contact?**
  Sam Zhang ([sam.c.zhang@dartmouth.edu](mailto:sam.c.zhang@dartmouth.edu))
Orthopedics Interest Group

- **What**: Join us if you might be interested in orthopedic surgery. We will host events such as meeting with the residency program director, Q&A session with some residents, and procedural skills workshops.
- **When**: 1-2 events per term
- **When can I join?** Anytime
- **Who do I contact?** Mike.Bao.MED@dartmouth.edu
Pediatrics Interest Group

- **What**: Provide students with an opportunity to explore the field of Pediatrics, support child health advocacy, and enhance relevant clinical skills through a variety of lectures, discussion, and practical training sessions.
- **Where**: Geisel/DHMC
- **When**: Approximately 4 events throughout the year
- **When can I join**: Any time! For those who want to be involved in planning events, reach out to us in August/September.
- **Who do I contact**: Natasha Merali ([natasha.merali.med@dartmouth.edu](mailto:natasha.merali.med@dartmouth.edu)), Karissa Tauber ([karissa.s.tauber.med@dartmouth.edu](mailto:karissa.s.tauber.med@dartmouth.edu))
Plastics Interest Group

- **What**: Please join us if you are interested in plastic & reconstructive surgery. We will host discussion panels and skills nights, and connect students to shadowing and research opportunities.
- **Where**: Geisel, DHMC
- **When**: All throughout the year; details to come.
- **When can I join**: Anytime! Join the email list and sign-up for our events.
- **Who do I contact**: [Alec.H.Fisher.med@dartmouth.edu](mailto:Alec.H.Fisher.med@dartmouth.edu) and [Talia.F.Stewart.med@dartmouth.edu](mailto:Talia.F.Stewart.med@dartmouth.edu)

Radiology Interest Group (RIG)

- **What**: Join us if you might be interested in radiology. We will host events such as interventional procedure workshops, Q&A session on radiology or subspecialties as a career path, and radiology review of anatomy courses.
- **When**: 2-3 events per term
- **When can I join?** Anytime
- **Who do I contact?** Erdong.Chen.MED@dartmouth.edu Dennis.Dwan.MED@dartmouth.edu Mike.Bao.MED@dartmouth.edu
Restorative Justice Panel

- **What**: Serve as a community member on the Restorative Justice Panel, and listen and contribute to discussions around ongoing cases. Please be respectful!
  - “[We] work in partnership with the community to provide programs and services aimed at reducing crime and resolving conflict … Our programs are based on restorative principles: taking responsibility for one’s actions, repairing the harm done to victims and the community, and including all those affected by the crime or conflict”
- **Where**: White River Junction, VT
- **When**: Meetings (about 2-3 hr long) are held twice a month; you can decide when to go, based on your schedule. You do not have to stay for the whole meeting. Dinner is provided!
- **When can I join**: Anytime! You should try to attend a training session first (about 4 hr).
- **Who do I contact**: Martha McLafferty, mmclafferty@hartfordjusticecenter.org
  - Students involved: Dora Huang, Ashley Dunkle, Emlyn Diakow, Thomas Kuczmarski

More information at: [Hartford Community Restorative Justice Center](#)
Sports and Wilderness Medicine Interest Group

- **What**: Join us if you are interested in learning about either sports or wilderness medicine. We have several opportunities to learn about career opportunities in the fields or feel free to join us if you just have a burning desire to gain some relevant experience. Our fall and winter events will provide opportunities to get involved with either discipline.

- **When**: 1 event per term
  - fall for sports: work with undergraduate athletes for health/medical screening
  - spring for wilderness: retreat at “Class of ‘66 Lodge”

- **When can I join**: Anytime! Join the email list and sign-up for our events.

- **Who do I contact**: Brendan Dempsey, Regis Hila & Andrew Cox
Student Government- Class Reps (3)

- **What**: Responsibilities include representing the class' interests in all matters of Student Government, managing the class budget, keeping classmates informed, planning class functions, planning social events, handling individual student concerns, promote class wellness and cohesiveness
- **When**: Monthly Student Gov meetings, multiple deans and student meetings over the year
- **When can I join**: Submit an election platform in late September to be voted on by classmates
- **Who do I contact**: TR Harris, Elizabeth Hoffman, Hannah Systrom -- M2 class reps
- **Learn more at**: [https://geiselmed.dartmouth.edu/students/organizations/student_gov/documents/bylaws/](https://geiselmed.dartmouth.edu/students/organizations/student_gov/documents/bylaws/)
Student Government - Curriculum Reps (2)

- **What**: Communicate any student concerns regarding the curriculum to appropriate faculty, attend all Student Gov and Medical Education Committee (MEC) meetings, participate in course reviews and curricular reform, implement projects to enhance the Geisel learning experience
- **When**: Monthly Student Gov and MEC meetings, multiple faculty meetings over the year
- **When can I join**: Submit an election platform in late September to be voted on by classmates
- **Who do I contact?** Natasha Merali (natasha.merali.med@dartmouth.edu), Josh Ramos (joshua.n.ramos.med@dartmouth.edu) -- M2 curriculum reps
Women in Medicine Interest Group

- **What:**
  - Connecting female medical students to female physicians, career workshops, forums to discuss issues faced by female medical students and providers

- **Where:** Geisel

- **When:** Several events throughout the year

- **When can I join:** Any time! We encourage first year students to get involved from the beginning and come to us with ideas/concerns throughout the year

- **Who do I contact?** Sandy Chan (sandy.chan-2.med@dartmouth.edu) or Anna Fretz (anna.e.fretz.med@dartmouth.edu)
OCTOBER

- Dartmouth Ears
- Haven Health Resource Clinic
- Indian Health Spring Break Service and Learning Trip (Application)
- Pano Rodis Fellowship
- Science Scholars program
Dartmouth Ears

- **What:** The program pairs Dartmouth medical students with undergraduates to engage in patient visitation. Volunteers provide company for patients who need to be at the hospital for one reason or another and who, sadly, often do not have anyone to see them.
- **Where:** DHMC or the VA
- **When:** 1 hour/week (more if desired)
- **When can I join:** Applications circulated in the fall of each school year
- **Who do I contact?** Faculty Advisor Dr. Lee Witters (lee.a.witters@dartmouth.edu)
- **For more information, visit:** http://geiselmed.dartmouth.edu/mdphd/links/ears/
Haven Health Resource Clinic

● **What:** We see shelter guests who are having trouble accessing primary care or have general health and wellness questions. We do a brief history and physical exam and then make a plan with them to coordinate care with their regular provider.
  ○ Supervision is provided by the esteemed Peter Mason, of Good Neighbor Health Clinic.

● **Where:** Upper Valley Haven

● **When:** Twice per month for three hours.

● **When can I join:** Starting in October we can accept *occasional* first year volunteers who think they may be interested in taking over the clinic next year. The space and program is too small to accommodate regular first year volunteers.

● **Who do I contact?** Please contact Julia Berkowitz, Kristen Delwiche or Michelle Scheurich for more info--we will also need first years to take over in April.
Indian Health Learning and Service Trip to MN

- **What:** This week-long trip is divided between time working with Native populations in Minneapolis and one of five rural reservations across MN. Students are given the opportunity to shadow medical professionals, visit local schools, and learn from the narratives of Natives from the area.

- **Where:** Minnesota

- **When:** Trip is during Spring Break; Students also lead/attend sessions in the months leading up to the trip so they have some foundational knowledge of Indian Health and Native culture.

- **When can I join:** Application will be due in October

- **Who do I contact?** Emily Georges (emily.r.georges.med@dartmouth.edu), Maggie Grinnell (margaret.h.grinnell.med@dartmouth.edu)
Pano Rodis Fellowship in Compassion-Centered Medical Care

- **What**: Fellows design and implement an independent project focused on compassion-centered medical care.
- **Where**: Meetings held on the Geisel campus
- **When**: Monthly meetings with other fellows and faculty advisors plus time required to complete an independent project
- **When can I join**: Applications due in late September/early October
- **Who do I contact**: Dr. Martha McDaniel (Martha.D.McDaniel@dartmouth.edu)
- **For more information, visit**: https://geiselmed.dartmouth.edu/compassion/rodis_fellowship/about
Science Scholars

- **What:** Interested in research? Join us!!
  This program helps M1 students secure opportunities in basic science, translational, or clinical research during the summer between M1 & M2 (or during the year) at Dartmouth or elsewhere. You will be paired with a student mentor to help you with the process.

- **Where:** Geisel Campus, DHMC & elsewhere
- **When:** ~1 hr/wk + potentially full time in the summer (if desired)
- **When can I join:** An info e-mail will be sent out during the fall term
  - in the meantime, see our website: [http://geiselmmed.dartmouth.edu/mdphd/links/science/](http://geiselmmed.dartmouth.edu/mdphd/links/science/)
- **Who do I contact with my questions?** Your favorite MD-PhD student!! Or:
  - Yasmin Kamal (P1) - Yasmin.Kamal.MED@Dartmouth.edu
  - Marek Svoboda (M2) - Marek.Svoboda.MED@Dartmouth.edu
NOVEMBER

- Haven Seasonal Shelter
- SNAP Representatives
- Student Government: Office of Diversity and Inclusion Representative
Haven Seasonal Shelter

**What**: Volunteer at the Haven from 9:00p-11:30p in the winter months by monitoring the seasonal/"warming" shelter-- two rooms at the Haven where homeless men and women can sleep during the cold winter months. Super low key volunteering- you can even study while you are there! #medstudent'sdream

**Where**: Upper Valley Haven (Hartford, VT)

**When**: Totally up to you- you can volunteer several nights a week or once every other month!

**When can I join**: October/Early November meeting

**Who do I contact**: Catherine Baker (Catherine.M.Baker.MED@Dartmouth.edu)
SNAP Representatives (2)

- **What:** Student Needs and Assistance Program: These individuals help with problematic situations that arise with students and organize educational programs around issues of impairment.
- **Where:** Geisel
- **When:** Weekly office hours, and generally on call
  - The elected students will serve for the duration of their education at Geisel School of Medicine. The Second-Year representatives assume responsibility for the First-Year Class until the First-Year elections (December!)
- **When can I join:** Nominations/self-nominations and then elections by the class.
- **Who do I contact?**
  - Michelle Scheurich; Olivia Sacks
Student Government: Office of Diversity and Inclusion Representative

- **What**: Create space at Geisel for talking about issues related to diversity and inclusion. Be a point person for your class related to these issues. Interface with others at Geisel as members of the Diversity Council.
- **Where**: Geisel
- **When**: Monthly events (DiversiTea, Just Dinner, Voice Box), quarterly Diversity Council meetings, monthly student government meetings
- **When can I join**: Nominations/self-nominations and then elections by the class.
- **Who do I contact?**
  - Ijele Adimora (ijele.j.adimora.med@dartmouth.edu)
  - David Leander (leander.med@dartmouth.edu)
DECEMBER
JANUARY

- BRIDGES at The Junction
**BRIDGES at The Junction**

- **What:** LGBTQ High School Mentorship Program
  - Facilitate monthly group sessions with teens on various issues related to building healthy relationships and self-confidence
- **Where:** White River Junction, VT
- **When:** 1.5 hours per month
- **When can I join:** Aim to transition new facilitators early 2017 (Jan)
- **Who do I contact:** Courtney Hanlon (courtney.l.hanlon@dartmouth.edu), David Leander (leander.med@dartmouth.edu), Margot Le Neveu (margot.k.le.neveu.med@dartmouth.edu)
FEBRUARY

- Active for Life
- Claremont Soup Kitchen Clinic (Manager applications)
- Dickey Internships (Applications)
- Schweitzer Fellowships (Applications)
Active For Life

- **What:** Exercise program for seniors. Currently run by four M2s (Karissa, Brendan, Jesus, Jenny). Students lead an hour long exercise session every week and design new exercise modules.
- **When:** Every Thursday 4-5 p.m.
- **When can I join:** M1s who are interested are welcome to help co-lead the sessions starting in February 2017.
- **Where:** Aging Resource Center
- **Who to contact:**
  - Jesus Mendez (jesus.mendez.jr.med@dartmouth.edu)
  - Jenny Cui (zhu.cui.med@dartmouth.edu)
Claremont Soup Kitchen Clinic (GNHC)

- **What**: Free clinic that aims to reduce barriers to accessing care in rural NH
  - 3 M2s act as clinic managers, and provide acute care services to walk-in patients, with supervision from an NP. Ex: BP screenings, tooth pain, check A1C
- **Where**: Claremont, NH (30 miles south of Hanover)
- **When**: 4p-5p, Mondays, 2nd and 4th of each month.
  - Time commitment: 3-4 hr at clinic and driving to clinic; 1 hr writing clinic notes
- **When can I join**: Email about clinic manager applications will be sent out in Jan/Feb, and decisions will be made in March.
- **Who do I contact**: Dora Huang, Kyle Jones, Katie Kozacka
  - dora.c.huang.MED@, kyle.t.jones.MED@, katie.a.kozacka.MED@dartmouth.edu
Dickey Center Internships (Summer)

- **What**: Internships for medical students to engage with work abroad
- **Where**: International
- **When**: Minimum 6 week commitment over the summer
- **When do I apply**: Emails will be sent out by the Dickey Center, and an information session will be held earlier in the year. Applications for 2016 were due in mid-February.
- **Who do I contact**: Anne Sosin, Dr. Lisa Adams
  - [http://dickey.dartmouth.edu/global-engagement/international-internships](http://dickey.dartmouth.edu/global-engagement/international-internships)
Schweitzer Fellowship

- **What**: Fellowships for second years looking to design/continue and engage in service-based projects in the Upper Valley
- **Where**: Variety of community sites in Upper Valley
- **When**: Year-long commitment that begins 1st year, typically spanning from April to May of the following year
- **When do I apply**: An information session will be held in January for interested first-years and applications are usually due February 15
- **Who do I contact**: Nancy Gabriel (program director; nancygabrielasf@gmail.com) or Dr. Tim Lahey (Timothy.Lahey@dartmouth.edu)
  - First year fellows: Megan Bunnell, Margot Le Neveu, Hannah Systrom, Courtney Hanlon, Emily Johnson, Kristen Delwiche, TR Harris, Salma Dali, Simrun Bal, Victoria Charoonratana
  - More information: http://www.schweitzerfellowship.org/
MARCH

- Good Neighbor Health Clinic Liaison
- Good Neighbor Health Clinic Diabetes Liaison
- Sununu Project (Application for Leadership)
- Vision Screening Clinic at Good Neighbor (Application for Leadership)
Good Neighbor Health Clinic (GNHC) Liaison

● **What**: Staff weekly free clinic in White River Junction in collaboration with an amazing volunteer physician, serve on GNHC Medical Advisory Board, and assist volunteer coordinator with management of Geisel student participation in Good Neighbor Clinics.

● **Where**: White River Junction, VT

● **When**: Weekly clinic on Thursday afternoons, quarterly board meetings

● **When do I apply**: Transition to a new student leader will likely begin in March

● **Who do I contact**: Maggie Grinnell
  ○ (margaret.h.grinnell.med@dartmouth.edu)
Good Neighbor Health Clinic (GNHC) - Diabetes Clinic

- **What**: Conduct a free diabetes clinic for low-income community members
  - 2-3 students to conduct clinic under physician supervision - complete CC, HPI, PMH, SH, focused PE, and clinical write-up
  - 1-2 students to conduct nutritional education with patients in waiting room during clinic
- **Where**: White River Junction, VT
- **When**: Monthly clinic on Wednesday afternoons (3rd week each month)
- **When do I apply**: Transition to a new student leaders in March/April
- **Who do I contact?**
  - Ashley Dunkle (clinic) - ashley.j.dunkle.med@dartmouth.edu
  - Emlyn Diakow or Thomas Kuczmarski (education) - emlyn.diakow.med@dartmouth.edu, Thomas.M.Kuczmarski.med@dartmouth.edu
Sununu Project

- **What:** We are a group of medical, graduate, and undergraduate students who teach a GED course to teenage inmates at the John H. Sununu Youth Services Detention Center every Thursday afternoons. We welcome anyone with extensive teaching experience or interest in working with underprivileged youth.

- **Where & When:** John H. Sununu Youth Services Detention Center @ Manchester, NH, every Thursday afternoon

- **When Can I Join:** Applications due 5PM @ August 19th

- **Orientation on August 15th!**

- **Who do I Contact:** Angela Lee ([Angela.lee.med@dartmouth.edu](mailto:Angela.lee.med@dartmouth.edu)), Erdong Cheng ([Erdong.cheng.med@dartmouth.edu](mailto:Erdong.cheng.med@dartmouth.edu))
Vision Screening Clinic @ GNHC

- **What:** We screen patients who have vision issues at Good Neighbor so that they can then be referred to an ophthalmologist for further testing/screening. It’s a low time commitment and a great way to get in some clinic practice with patients!
- **Where & When:** Good Neighbor Health Clinic @ White River Junction, one Monday per month
- **When Can I Join:** Transition starts in March!
- **Who do I Contact:** Angela Lee, Petar Golijanin
APRIL

- Art for Kids (Leadership)
- Community Service Committee
- Haven Health Resource Clinic
- Haven Shelter Dinners at Hixon House
- Mascomia Clinic
- WISE Health Clinic
- Women’s Health Clinic
Art for Kids

- **What**: An arts and crafts day with kids with developmental disabilities
  - The week before each session we will also be having a lunch and learn a specific aspect of working with people with developmental disabilities

- **Where**: AVA gallery in Lebanon

- **When**: Once a month as desired, 2-3 hrs (responsible for coordinating, as well as attending)

- **When can I join**: We need new leaders in April - an email about applying will be sent out.

- **Who do I contact?** Emily Johnson, Stephanie Castillo, Michelle Scheurich
Community Service Committee (Apply to run)

- **What:**
  - Group of Geisel M2s who organize service projects for everyone! We also have funding available for other service groups’ projects.
- **Where:** Everywhere
- **When:** Apply in April!
- **When can I join:** Apply to become the heads of the committee in April -- an email will be sent out.
- **Who do I contact?** Catherine Baker, Angela Lee, Aaron Briggs, Stephen Wang
Haven Health Resource Clinic

- **What:** We see shelter guests who are having trouble accessing primary care or have general health and wellness questions. We do a brief history and physical exam and then make a plan with them to coordinate care with their regular provider.
  - Supervision is provided by the esteemed Peter Mason, of Good Neighbor Health Clinic.
- **Where:** Upper Valley Haven
- **When:** Twice per month for three hours.
- **When can I join:** Starting in October we can accept *occasional* first year volunteers who think they may be interested in taking over the clinic next year -- applications will be accepted in April for those who want to take over the clinic.
- **Who do I contact?** Please contact Julia Berkowitz, Kristen Delwiche or Michelle Scheurich.
Haven Shelter Dinners at Hixon House

- **What**: Come cook dinner at the Hixon House adult shelter! No cooking skills required. You get to eat dinner with the residents after!
- **Where**: Upper Valley Haven in White River Junction
- **When**: 4-6 PM, typically on a Sunday
- **When can I join**: We’ll need new leaders in April! Michelle will send out an application email.
- **Who do I contact?** scheurich.med@dartmouth.edu
Mascoma Clinic

- **What**: A free clinic run by Geisel medical students!
- **Where**: Enfield, NH (20 minutes from campus)
- **When**: Every other Wednesday (~5-9PM) *you can sign up for as many clinics as you’d like (there is no minimum or maximum)
- **When can I join**: Because we, as medical students, are seeing patients, first year students must wait until April, when they have finished learning the complete physical exam. However, this is GREAT practice for OSCEs in May, and will be open to you all during second year. Applications for leadership will be accepted in the spring as well.
- **Who do I contact**: Preston Luong [preston.m.luong.med@dartmouth.edu](mailto:preston.m.luong.med@dartmouth.edu) or Olivia Sacks, Emlyn Diakow, Kara Abarcar, Anna Fretz
WISE Health Clinic

● **What**: A free clinic run by Geisel medical students in collaboration with WISE, an organization in the Upper Valley that works to end gender-based violence through advocacy, education and prevention. The clinic works to bring health care specifically to victims and survivors of domestic and/or sexual violence

● **Where**: WISE center, Lebanon, NH (15 minutes from campus)

● **When**: 2 times per month

● **When can I join**: Volunteering and applications for leaders will be open in the spring

● **Who do I contact?**
  ○ Emily Georges ([Emily.r.georges.med@dartmouth.edu](mailto:Emily.r.georges.med@dartmouth.edu))
  ○ Georgia Griffin ([Georgia.m.griffin.med@dartmouth.edu](mailto:Georgia.m.griffin.med@dartmouth.edu))
Women’s Health Clinic

- **What**: A free women’s health clinic run by Geisel medical students!
- **Where**: Claremont, NH
- **When**: 3rd Tuesday of every month, 1-4 PM
- **When can I join**: Applications for 2nd year clinic leaders will be available in Spring 2017
- **Who do I contact**: Emily Dollar (emily.f.dollar.med@dartmouth.edu), Elizabeth Hoffman (elizabeth.a.hoffman.med@dartmouth.edu), Grace Sollender (grace.e.sollender.med@dartmouth.edu)
MAY

- Admissions Committee
- BASICS at the Wellness Center
Admissions Committee

- **What:** 5-9 members of the second-year class are part of the admissions committee
  - Interact with faculty and help shape the incoming Geisel class
- **Where:** Admissions Office
- **When:** ~2x/week during the admissions season for 4-6 hours
- **When can I join:** Starting in May, applications for next year’s group will be accepted. All applicants will have interviews.
- **Who do I contact?** Please contact Aileen Panitz or any of the AdCom students with questions (Megan Bunnell, Larry Kogan, Ijele Adimora, Brendan Dempsey, Trevor Barlowe, Hannah Systrom, Andrew Cox, Grace Sollender & Ahmad Dbouk)
BASICS at the Wellness Center

- **What**: Brief Alcohol Screening & Intervention for College Students
  - Get paid to speak with undergraduates about alcohol use and abuse
    - Should have experience with SBIRT and/or Motivational Interviewing
- **Where**: Undergraduate campus
- **When**: 2-10 hr/week, mostly nights and weekends. Variable, depending on schedule
- **When can I join**: Variable, based on experience with SBIRT/MI (will receive some training through On Doctoring). Not before winter term, most likely.
- **Who do I contact**: Brian Bowden (brian.bowden@dartmouth.edu)
  - Students involved: Dora Huang, Erdong Chen

More information at: [http://www.dartmouth.edu/~healthed/basics/](http://www.dartmouth.edu/~healthed/basics/)
JUNE-JULY

Clinics (summer volunteers)
Clinics

- **What:** Many of the clinics mentioned previously (Mascoma, Claremont) will need summer volunteers, if their clinic managers aren’t in Hanover -- this is your chance!
- **Where:** Variable
- **When:** Variable
- **When can I join:** If you’re staying over the summer, let the clinic managers know, and they can set you up in the spring. We ask that you shadow a session or two before the summer begins.
- **Who do I contact?** Clinic managers (see other slides)